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learning fear and associated autonomic responses to deal with
the situation (altered heart rate, blood pressure, etc.). The
hippocampal system, we think, is learning what the situation is,
‘‘explicit memory,’’ forming declarative—i.e., experiential or
episodic memories about the events and their relationships in
the context of the organism’s ongoing experience.
At a more general level, all aspects of learning share a
common thrust. As Rescorla (2) has stressed, basic associative
learning is the way organisms, including humans, learn about
causal relationships in the world. It results from exposure to
relations among events in the world. For both modern Pavlovian and cognitive views of learning and memory, the
individual learns a representation of the causal structure of the
world and adjusts this representation through experience to
bring it in tune with the real causal structure of the world,
striving to reduce any discrepancies or errors between its
internal representation and external reality (see also ref. 3).

ABSTRACT
It is now clear that there are a number of
different forms or aspects of learning and memory that involve
different brain systems. Broadly, memory phenomena have
been categorized as explicit or implicit. Thus, explicit memories for experience involve the hippocampus–medial temporal lobe system and implicit basic associative learning and
memory involves the cerebellum, amygdala, and other systems. Under normal conditions, however, many of these
brain–memory systems are engaged to some degree in learning situations. But each of these brain systems is learning
something different about the situation. The cerebellum is
necessary for classical conditioning of discrete behavioral
responses (eyeblink, limb f lexion) under all conditions; however, in the ‘‘trace’’ procedure where a period of no stimuli
intervenes between the conditioned stimulus and the unconditioned stimulus the hippocampus plays a critical role. Trace
conditioning appears to provide a simple model of explicit
memory where analysis of brain substrates is feasible. Analysis of the role of the cerebellum in basic delay conditioning
(stimuli overlap) indicates that the memories are formed and
stored in the cerebellum. The phenomenon of cerebellar
long-term depression is considered as a putative mechanism
of memory storage.

Hippocampus and ‘‘Declarative’’ Memory
Interest in the critical role of the hippocampus in memory
dates from the classic studies of patient HM (e.g., ref. 4). In
1978 Mishkin (5) published the first primate lesion study that
appeared to mimic HM’s syndrome, using delayed nonmatching to sample. In the intervening years, a large number of
studies on humans, monkeys, rabbits, rats, and mice have
focused on animal models of human amnesia and on the
presumed role(s) of the hippocampus and related structures in
memory. The memory deficit following hippocampal lesions is
not global but rather much more specific for one kind of
memory, termed ‘‘declarative’’ (or explicit or relational) (6).
Declarative memory is sometimes associated with consciousness or awareness, in contrast to many other forms of memory,
including implicit (priming) memory in humans and a range of
associative memory phenomena in humans and other mammals: motor and perceptual skills, classical conditioning, operant conditioning, habit formation, etc. (Fig. 1).
The lesions in Mishkin’s original study (5) were designed to
reproduce HM’s lesions and included the hippocampus, amygdala, and adjacent cortical regions bilaterally. It now seems
relatively clear that the amygdala, per se, is not critical, at least
for declarative memory, but the hippocampus and related
cortical structures are—e.g., perirhinal, parahippocampal, and
entorhinal cortex (7). Lesions including all these structure
produce the most profound amnesia and lesions including
subsets produce substantial but less profound amnesia. Currently there is some question about the role of the hippocampus proper in this medial temporal lobe memory system (8).
A number of tasks in infraprimate mammals are sensitive to
hippocampal damage—e.g., water maze (9), odor discriminations (10, 11), event timing (12), cue relationships (13), spatial

Current views recognize a number of different forms or
aspects of learning and memory involving different neural
systems in the brain (see Fig. 1, adapted from ref. 1). The
papers in this Colloquium consider most of these memory
systems. On the other hand it is likely that under normal
conditions many or all of these brain–memory systems are
engaged to some degree in most learning situations.
In this paper we will focus on basic associative learning and
memory, ‘‘implicit memory,’’ using classical (Pavlovian) conditioning of discrete behavioral responses (e.g., eyeblink, limb
flexion, etc.) as a model system. To the extent studied, the basic
properties of learning and memory and the brain substrates for
this form of learning are the same in all mammals, including
humans. Even in this simple and basic paradigm, several
brain–memory systems are engaged. Thus, the cerebellum is
essential for this form of learning and memory under all
conditions, as detailed below. However, the hippocampal
system is also massively engaged in this simple form of learning
and is necessary for learning and memory under some conditions (see below). Further, if the unconditioned or training
stimulus is sufficiently aversive, learned fear will develop
associated with the conditioned stimulus (CS) and involving
the amygdalar and hippocampal systems. But we think that
each of these brain systems is learning something rather
different about the situation. The cerebellar system is learning
to make specific behavioral responses that are most adaptive
in dealing with the aversive event. The amygdalar system is

Abbreviations: CS, conditioned stimulus; US, unconditioned stimulus;
CR, conditioned response; UR, unconditioned response; LTP, longterm potentiation; AMPA, a -amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid; LTD, long-term depression.
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FIG. 1.
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A tentative taxonomy of long-term memory and associated brain structures (adapted from ref. 1).

memory (14), spatial alternation (15), radial arm maze (16),
conditional learning (17), discrimination reversal (18), trace
classical conditioning (19, 20), and contextual conditioning
(21, 22). Although it is difficult to generalize, common threads
in many of these tasks include relational memories—i.e.,
memories for relations among stimuli and events, and memories that utilize spatial–contextual information, both of which
would seem reasonable analogs of primate declarative memory
in lower mammals (see also ref. 23). For neurobiological
analysis one would ideally wish to utilize preparations where
much of the essential neuronal circuitry generating the behavior is known. Only a few of the animal models meet this modest
requirement to some degree.
Hippocampus and Classical Conditioning
In eyeblink conditioning, neuronal unit cluster recordings in
hippocampal fields CA1 and CA3 increase in discharge frequency in paired [tone CS–corneal airpuff unconditioned
stimulus (US)] training trials very rapidly, shift forward in time
as learning develops, and form a predictive ‘‘temporal model’’
of the learned behavioral response, both within trials and over
the trials of training (24, 25). To summarize a large body of
research, the growth of the hippocampal unit response is,
under normal conditions, an invariable and strongly predictive
concomitant of subsequent behavioral learning (see reviews in
refs. 26–28). This increase in neuronal activity in the hippocampus becomes significant by the second or third trial of
training, long before behavioral signs of learning develop, as
would be expected of a declarative memory system. This initial
hippocampal unit increase is in the US period; increases in the
CS period appear at about the time point in training when
behavioral conditioned responses (CRs) appear.
Many neurons that could be identified as pyramidal neurons
in CA1 and CA3 (antidromic stimulation and collision) showed
learning-related increases in discharge frequency in the trial
period (many unidentified neurons showed decreases in the
trial period) (26, 29). Typically, a given neuron modeled only
some limited time period of the trial. Cumulating many such
single pyramidal neuron responses produced the typical unit
cluster model of the behavioral learned response. So the
pyramidal neuron representation of the behavioral learned
response is distributed over both space and time in the
hippocampus. The high percentage of learning-influenced
pyramidal neurons and their spatially distributed loci have
been strikingly verified in studies by Disterhoft and associates

(30, 31) using in vitro studies of hippocampal slices from
trained versus control animals.
The work described above was all done using the basic delay
paradigm, where hippocampal lesions do not impair simple
acquisition (32). Similarly, humans with hippocampal–
temporal lobe anterograde amnesia are able to learn simple
acquisition of the eyeblink CR, but cannot describe it (33).
However, hippocampal lesions severely impair discrimination
reversal in the delay paradigm (rabbit eyeblink) (18). Studies
by Daum, Grey, and associates (34, 35) on humans with brain
damage show that hippocampal–medial temporal lobe lesion
subjects are massively impaired on conditional discriminations
in eyeblink conditioning (compared with frontal lesion or
normal controls) but not on acquisition or simple discriminations (ruling out deficits in response inhibition). In a conditional task the subject must learn to blink to a CS (e.g., tone)
only if it is preceded by another stimulus (e.g., a light). Ross
et al. (17) had shown similar hippocampal lesion deficits in rats
(locomotor response) in a conditional discrimination paradigm. Daum et al. (34, 35) make a strong case that the deficits
seen in eyeblink conditional discriminations in humans and
discrimination reversal in rabbits reflect deficits in declarative
memory.
Trace conditioning was first described by Pavlov; the CS
terminates and there is a period of no stimulation between CS
offset and US onset (as Pavlov stressed, the organism must
maintain a ‘‘trace’’ of the CS in the brain in order for the CS
and the US to become associated). In eyeblink conditioning in
animals, a typical trace interval is 500 ms. The trace CR is more
difficult to learn than the standard ‘‘delay’’ procedure where
the CS and US overlap in time. Bilateral removal of the dorsal
plus some ventral hippocampus in rabbits markedly impaired
subsequent acquisition of the 500-ms trace CR (19, 20). In
recent work we explored the time-dependency of the role of
the hippocampus in trace conditioning (36). In brief, animals
were trained in the standard trace paradigm (250-ms tone CS,
500-ms trace interval of no stimuli, followed by a 100-ms
corneal airpuff US) and then subjected to very large bilateral
hippocampal lesions either 1 day or 1 month after reaching
learning criterion. Results are shown in Fig. 2. The trace CR
is essentially abolished in animals lesioned 1 day after learning
but is unaffected by lesions 1 month after learning. Controls
include both sham operates and cortical lesions; they do not
differ from each other at 1 day or 1 month or from the 1 month
hippocampal lesion animals. While hippocampectomy abolished immediate retention of trace CRs, the same lesions had
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FIG. 2. Effects of hippocampal lesions on retention of trace and
delay CRs. Shown are the mean percentage of CRs during initial
training and following postoperative training. (Upper) Trace procedure: 1 day cont, controls given cortical or sham lesions 1 day after
training; 1 month cont, controls given lesions 1 month after training;
1 day hipp, bilateral hippocampal lesions made 1 day after training; 1
month hipp, hippocampal lesions made 1 month after training. Only
the hippocampal lesions made immediately after training abolished
the trace CR. (Lower) Animals initially trained on the delay procedure
and lesioned 1 day after training (control lesions and hippocampal
lesions). The hippocampal lesion had little effect on immediate
retention of the delay CR. Animals were then shifted to the trace
procedure. Control animals transferred, continuing to show asymptotic CRs, but the hippocampal lesioned animals actually showed
extinction of the CR (from ref. 36; reprinted with permission from the
American Psychological Association, Washington, DC).

no effect on immediate retention of delay CRs (Fig. 2). When
these postlesion delay CR retention animals were then shifted
immediately to the trace procedure, the short latency delay CR
actually extinguished (Fig. 2).
To summarize, large bilateral lesions of the hippocampus
made before training markedly impair learning of the trace
CR. If the animals are first trained, lesions immediately after
training abolish the trace CR but lesions made 1 month after
training have no effect on memory of the trace CR. These
results are strikingly consistent with the literature concerned
with the declarative memory deficit following damage to the
hippocampal system in humans and monkeys. These deficits
have two key temporal characteristics: (i) profound and permanent anterograde amnesia, and (ii) profound but clearly
time-limited retrograde amnesia. Subjects have great difficulty
learning new declarative tasksyinformation and have substantial memory loss for events for some period just preceding
brain damage (1 or more years in humans, 2–3 months for
monkeys) but relatively intact memory for earlier events (37).
Very similar results were found for classical conditioning of
fear to context in rats (21). Analogous results have been found
in McGaugh’s laboratory for instrumental avoidance learning
and amygdalar lesions (38).
In terms of mechanisms of memory storage in the hippocampal system, the process of long-term potentiation (LTP) is
widely favored (39, 40). Brief high frequency or appropriately
patterned stimulation of axons induces long lasting monosynaptic increases in synaptic transmission in all three major
subfields of the hippocampus—e.g., dentate gyrus, CA3, and
CA1 (41). Considerable indirect evidence supports the view
that a process like LTP may underlie processes of memory
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storage in the hippocampus (42). In the case of classical
conditioning, there are a number of parallels between properties of LTP and the properties of the learning-induced
increase in neuronal activity in the hippocampus (27). Both
LTP and the learning-induced increase in hippocampal neuron
activity are expressed by pyramidal neurons, both begin to
develop after very brief periods (e.g., 100 Hz for 1 sec for LTP;
1–3 trials of training in eyeblink conditioning); both develop to
asymptote over a period of many minutes; both show the same
magnitude of increase; and both require very specific parameters of stimulation to develop. Further, there is a persisting
increase in the monosynaptic population spike in the perforant
path to dentate gyrus stimulation as a result of eyeblink
conditioning (43) and following LTP induced by tetanus of the
perforant path.
There are strikingly parallel and persisting increases in
glutamate a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid (AMPA) receptor binding on hippocampal membranes in
the hippocampal subfields in both eyeblink conditioning (welltrained animals) and in in vivo expression of LTP by stimulation of the perforant path projection to hippocampal dentate
gyrus. The pattern of increased binding is similar in both
paradigms (39, 44, 45). Glutamate N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors play the critical role in induction of LTP (at least in
dentate and CA1) (39) and also appear to be involved in
acquisition of the trace eyeblink CR (46).
The most common current view of the memorial functions
of the hippocampal–medial temporal lobe system is that
declarative memories are stored there for some period of time
(perhaps due to processes of synaptic plasticity like LTP) and
then eventually transferred or consolidated to other brain
regions for permanent storage, the cerebral cortex being the
most commonly suggested site.
There are a number of key unsolved issues concerning the
role of the hippocampal system in declarative memory. Are
time-limited declarative memories actually stored in the hippocampal system? It seems very likely that they are, but
conclusive evidence is lacking. What is the readout system
from the hippocampal system to behavioral expression of
learning in declarative memory? This key issue has received
surprisingly little attention. Where are the long-term declarative memories stored after the hippocampal system is no
longer necessary? Are they stored in the neocortex? What are
the mechanisms of time-limited memory storage in hippocampus and storage of permanent memories in extra-hippocampal
structures? Trace classical conditioning of discrete behavioral
responses would seem a most valuable model system in which
to explore these issues. As will be shown below, most is known
about the brain circuitry essential for this basic form of
associative learning and memory.
Cerebellar Substrate of Classical Conditioning of Discrete
Responses
The literature concerned with the brain circuitry essential for
delay classical conditioning of discrete behavioral responses
has been reviewed in several recent publications and will be
summarized only briefly here (see, for example, refs. 47–50).
Most of the work has used the conditioned eyeblink response
as the model system for analysis. The highly simplified schematic block diagram of Fig. 3 can serve to summarize overall
results to date and is a much simplified version of our current
qualitative working model of the role of the cerebellum in basic
delay classical conditioning of discrete responses. [Laterality is
not shown; the critical region of the cerebellum is ipsilateral to
the trained eye (or limb); the critical regions of the pontine
nuclei, red nucleus, and inferior olive are contralateral.]
In brief, the reflex eyeblink response pathways activated by
corneal airpuff (or periorbital shock) include the trigeminal
nucleus, direct projections to the relevant motor nuclei (mostly
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FIG. 3. Simplified schematic of the essential brain circuitry involved in classical conditioning of discrete responses—e.g., eyeblink response.
Shadowed boxes represent areas that have been reversibly inactivated during training. (a) Inactivation of motor nuclei including facial (7th) and
accessory 6th. (b) Inactivation of magnocellular red nucleus. (c) Inactivation of dorsal aspect of the anterior interpositus nucleus and overlying
cerebellar cortex. (d) Inactivation of ventral anterior interpositus nucleus and associated white matter. (e) Complete inactivation of the superior
cerebellar peduncle (scp), essentially all output from the cerebellar hemisphere. See text for details. (Reprinted with permission from ref. 47, Annual
Reviews, Inc., Palo Alto, CA.)

the seventh and accessory sixth), and indirect projections to the
motor nuclei via the brainstem reticular formation. Analysis of
response latencies rules out any direct role of the cerebellum
in the reflex response. The tone (and light) CS pathways
project to the cerebellum as mossy fibers, mostly relaying
through the pontine nuclei. The US pathway projects from the
trigeminal nucleus to the inferior olive and from there to the
cerebellum as climbing fibers. The CS-activated mossy fiber–
parallel fiber pathway and the US activated climbing fiber
pathway converge on Purkinje neurons in cerebellar cortex
(parallel fiber–climbing fiber) and on neurons in the interpositus nucleus (mossy fiber–climbing fiber). The CR pathway
projects from the interpositus nucleus of the cerebellum via the
superior cerebellar peduncle to the red nucleus and from there
to the motor nuclei (seventh and accessory sixth) controlling
the eyeblink response.
This circuitry has been identified using lesions, electrophysiological, recordings, electrical microstimulation, anatomical
characterization of projection pathways, etc. For example,
neurons in the cerebellar cortex and interpositus nuclei respond to the CS and US before training and develop amplitude–time course models of the learned behavioral response
that precede and predict the occurrence and form of the CR
within trials and over the trials of training in animals (51) and
by inference from positron-emission tomography analysis in
humans (52). Appropriate lesions of the anterior interpositus
nucleus completely and permanently abolish the CR with no
effect on the unconditioned response (UR) in animals (53, 54);
appropriate cerebellar lesions in humans similarly completely
prevent learning of the CR with no effect on the UR (55).
Appropriate lesions of the pontine nuclei can selectively
abolish the CR to one modality of CS (56) and stimulation of
the pontine nuclei serves as a supernormal CS yielding faster
learning than peripheral CSs (57). Finally, lesions of the
appropriate region of the inferior olive completely prevent
learning if made before training and result in extinction of the
CR if made after training [refs. 58 and 59 (limb flexion)].
Electrical microstimulation of this appropriate region of the
inferior olive elicits discrete movements and the exact move-

ments so elicited can be trained to occur to any neutral
stimulus (60, 61). The inferior olive-climbing fiber system,
incidentally, is the only system in the brain other than the
reflex afferents where this can occur.
These results constituted an extraordinary verification of the
much earlier theories of the cerebellum as a neuronal learning
system developed initially in the classic papers of Marr (62)
and Albus (63) and elaborated by Eccles (64) and Ito (65, 66)
[see also Thach et al. (67)]. These theories proposed that
mossy–parallel fibers convey information about stimuli and
movement contexts (CSs here) and the climbing fibers convey
information about specific movement errors and aversive
events (USs here) and they converge on Purkinje neurons in
cerebellar cortex to alter the synaptic efficacy of the parallel
fiber synapses on their dendrites.
The Locus of the Long-Term Memory Trace
Overall, the results described to this point would seem to
demonstrate conclusively that the cerebellum is necessary for
learning, retention, and expression of classical conditioning of
the eyeblink and other discrete responses. The next and more
critical issue concerns the locus of the memory traces. Evidence summarized below would seem to demonstrate conclusively that the long-term memory traces for this type of
learning are formed and stored in the cerebellum.
We and our associates have developed a new approach to the
problem of localizing memory traces in the brain, namely the
use of methods of reversible inactivation, together with recording of neuronal activity. Reversible inactivation methods
(e.g., using drugs or cooling), per se, have existed for some time
and have been used very effectively to produce temporary
lesions (68). What we have done is to apply this method
systematically to the major structures and pathways in the
cerebellar–brain stem circuit we have identified as the essential
(necessary and sufficient) circuit for classical conditioning of
discrete responses (Fig. 3), during performance and during
acquisition of the CR (see ref. 49 for a detailed discussion).
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As noted above, the diagram of Fig. 3 shows in highly
simplified schematic form the essential memory trace circuit
for classical conditioning of discrete responses. Interneuron
circuits are not shown, only net excitatory or inhibitory actions
of projection pathways. Other pathways, known and unknown,
may also of course be involved. Many uncertainties still
exist—e.g., concerning details of sensory-specific patterns of
projection to pontine nuclei and cerebellum (CS pathways),
details of red nucleus projections to premotor and motor
nuclei (CR pathway), and the possible roles of recurrent
circuits.
Several parts of the circuit have been reversibly inactivated
for the duration of training (eyeblink conditioning) in naive
animals indicated by shadings labeled a, b, c, d, and encircled
e in Fig. 3. The motor nuclei essential for generating the UR
and CR (primarily 7th and accessory 6th and adjacent neural
tissues) were inactivated by infusion of muscimol (6 days) or
cooling (5 days) during standard tone-airpuff training (Fig. 3a)
(69, 70). The animals showed no CRs and no URs during this
inactivation training; indeed they showed no behavior at
all—performance was completely abolished. However, the
animals exhibited asymptotic CR performance and normal
UR performance from the very beginning of post-inactivation
training. Thus, performance of the CR and UR are completely
unnecessary for normal learning, and the motor nuclei and
adjacent inactivated tissue make no contribution at all to
formation of the memory trace—they are completely efferent
from the trace.
Inactivation of the magnocellular red nucleus is indicated in
Fig. 3b. Inactivation by low doses of muscimol for 6 days of
training or cooling for 5 days completely prevented the expression of the CR. Yet animals showed asymptotic learned
performance of the CR from the beginning of postinactivation
training (71, 72).
Inactivation of the dorsal anterior interpositus and overlying
cortex (Fig. 3c) by low doses of muscimol (6 days), by lidocaine
(3 days, 6 days), and by cooling (5 days) resulted in no
expression of CRs during inactivation training and no evidence
of any learning at all having occurred during inactivation
training (71, 73, 74). In subsequent postinactivation training,
animals learned normally as though completely naive; they
showed no savings at all relative to noninactivated control
animals. None of the methods of inactivation had any effect at
all on performance of the UR on US alone trials. The loci in
which [3H]muscimol was completely effective in preventing
learning included the anterior dorsal interpositus and overlying cortex of lobule HVI, a volume '2% of the total volume
of the cerebellum (71). The region of the cerebellum essential
for learning this task is extremely localized.
Finally, essentially all of the output from the interpositus
nucleus projecting to other regions of the brain, namely, the
superior cerebellar peduncle (Fig. 3c), was inactivated using
tetrodotoxin. Inactivation during training had no effect on
performance of the UR and completely prevented performance of the CR. But when the inactivation was removed, the
CR had been learned to asymptote (75).
Collectively, these data strongly support the hypothesis that
the memory trace is formed and stored in a localized region of
the cerebellum (anterior interpositus and overlying cortex).
Indeed we can conceive of no rational alternative. Inactivation
of this region (Fig. 3c) during training completely prevents
learning but inactivation of the output pathway from the region
(Fig. 3e) and its necessary (for the CR) efferent target, the red
nucleus (Fig. 3b), do not prevent learning at all. In no case do
the drug inactivations have any effect at all on performance of
the reflex response on US alone trials. If even a part of the
essential memory trace were formed prior to the cerebellum in
the essential circuit, then following cerebellar inactivation
training the animals would have to show savings and they show
none at all. Similarly, if a part of the essential memory trace
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were formed in the red nucleus or other efferent targets of the
interpositus (e.g., brainstem), then following red nucleus or
superior cerebellar peduncle inactivation training, animals
could not show asymptotic CR performance but they do.
Putative Mechanisms of Memory Storage in the Cerebellum
Classic theories of the cerebellum as a learning machine (see
above) proposed that conjoint activation of Purkinje neurons
by parallel fibers and climbing fibers would lead to alterations
in synaptic efficacy of the parallel fiber synapses. Ito (76)
discovered that such conjoint activation led to a long-lasting
depression of parallel fiber synaptic efficacy on Purkinje
neuron dendrites, the process of cerebellar long-term depression (LTD). He and his associates developed considerable
evidence that such a process plays a key role in adaptation of
the vestibulo-ocular reflex (66, 77, 78).
In eyeblink conditioning, many of the Purkinje neurons that
exhibit learning-related changes show decreases in simple
spike responses in the CS period (79), consistent with a
mechanism of LTD (see also the discussion in ref. 80). Current
evidence suggests that glutamate activation of AMPA and
metabotropic receptors on Purkinje neuron dendrites together
with increased intracellular calcium (normally by climbing
fiber activation) yields the persisting decrease in AMPA
receptor function at parallel fiber synapses on Purkinje neuron
dendrites that produces LTD (see also ref. 77, 78, 81, 82).
The Cerebellar Cortex and LTD
Experimentally it has proved extremely difficult to determine
the relative roles of the cerebellar cortex and interpositus
nucleus in eyeblink conditioning using the lesion method.
There is general argument that very large cortical lesions
impair learning and memory of the eyeblink CR, but it is
difficult to rule out damage to the interpositus nucleus; it lies
immediately underneath the critical cortical tissue (50, 83, 84).
A recent study made use of the mutant Purkinje cell degeneration (pcd) mouse strain (85). In this mutant, Purkinje
neurons (and all other neurons studied) are normal throughout pre and perinatal development. At about 2–4 weeks
postnatal, the Purkinje neurons in the cerebellar cortex degenerate and disappear (86). For a period of about two months
after this time, other neuronal structures appear relatively
normal (87). Thus, during this period of young adulthood, the
animals have a complete functional decortication of the cerebellum.
Appropriate lesions of the interpositus nucleus in the wildtype control mice (normal cerebellum) completely prevented
learning of the conditioned eyeblink response, as with all other
mammals studied. So the cerebellum is completely necessary
for learning in this species as well. The pcd mice learned very
slowly, very poorly, and to a much lower level than wild-type
controls, but showed extinction with subsequent training to the
CS alone. Thus the cerebellar cortex plays a critically important role in normal learning (of discrete behavioral responses)
but some degree of learning is possible without the cerebellar
cortex.
Recent studies using ‘‘gene knockout’’ preparations have
strengthened the argument for LTD as a key mechanism of
memory storage in cerebellar cortex in classical conditioning.
Thus, mice that lack the metabotropic glutamate receptor
(mGluR1) show marked impairments in cerebellar cortical
LTD and eyeblink conditioning (88). They also show generalized motor impairments—i.e., some degree of ataxia, as do
the pcd mice (see above).
Interestingly, current studies present evidence supporting
the view that LTD is more important for learning (e.g.,
eyeblink conditioning) than for motor coordination. Thus,
using the protein kinase C g (PKCg) knockout mutant mouse,
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Kano et al. (89) showed that the Purkinje neurons in adult
animals maintained the perinatal condition of more than one
climbing fiber per neuron (wild-type adults have only one
climbing fiber per Purkinje neuron). Chen et al. (90) showed
that this mutant exhibited normal LTD but impaired motor
coordination (due, presumably, to the multiple climbing fiber
innervation of Purkinje neurons). In striking contrast, these
animals learned the conditioned eyeblink response more rapidly than did the wild-type controls. This result is beautifully
consistent with the evidence discussed earlier supporting the
view that the climbing fiber system is the reinforcing or
teaching pathway (see ref. 91).
Just the opposite result holds for a quite different mutant,
namely the GFAP (glial fibrillary acidic protein) knockout
mouse (92). Here, the cerebellar cortex appears to be anatomically normal. However, the animals are markedly deficient
in cerebellar cortical LTD and in eyeblink conditioning (their
performance is very similar to that of the pcd mice). In striking
contrast, these animals do not show any impairments at all in
motor coordination or general motor behavior!
The Shibuki et al. (92) study is important in another regard
as well. GFAP is not present in neurons, only in glial cells. In
the cerebellum it is normally present in substantial amounts in
the Bergmann glia that surround the parallel fiber and climbing fiber–Purkinje neuron dendrite synapses. Although the
Bergman glia appear morphologically normal in the GFAP
knockout, they have no GFAP. The key point here is that an
abnormality limited to glial cells markedly impairs a form of
synaptic plasticity (LTD) and a form of basic associative
learning and memory. To our knowledge, this may be the first
direct evidence for a key role of glia in processes of learning
and memory.
Thus, several lines of evidence support the hypothesis that
a process of LTD in cerebellar cortex is a mechanism involved
in memory storage in classical conditioning of discrete behavioral responses. Similarly, several lines of evidence support
such a role for cerebellar cortical LTD in adaptation of the
vestibulo-ocular reflex (see refs. 66 and 77 for detailed discussions). However, the fact that some degree of eyeblink
learning occurs in the pcd mouse (see above), a preparation that
functionally has a complete cerebellar decortication, argues that
some degree of plasticity must occur in the interpositus nucleus.
Similarly, some plasticity may also occur in a vestibular nucleus in
adaptation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (93). There is just one
paper in the literature (94) reporting that tetanus of the white
matter yields LTP in the interpositus nucleus.
Much work remains to be done exploring possible mechanisms of plasticity and memory storage in the cerebellum. The
fact that g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) agonists and antagonists infused in the cerebellum have such profound effects on
the CR (71, 95) at least raises the possibility that GABAergic
processes may be involved in cerebellar memory storage. It
appears that GABAergic processes in cerebellar cortex may
play a key role in CR timing (80). Insulin-like growth factor I
released from the climbing fibers onto Purkinje neurons
modulates glutamate induced GABA release by Purkinje
neurons (96) and also plays a critical role in learning but not
performance of the conditioned eyeblink response (97).
We have focused on the essential role of the cerebellum in
classical conditioning of discrete behavioral responses, a basic
form of associative learning and memory. This is perhaps the
clearest and most decisive evidence for the localization of a
memory trace to a particular brain region in mammals (cerebellum) that exists at present. A closely related and increasingly definitive literature supports the view that the cerebellum
learns and stores complex, multijoint movements (67).
Actually, there is a growing evidence that the cerebellum
may be critically involved in many other forms of learning and
memory, including cardiovascular conditioning (98), discrete
response instrumental avoidance learning (99), maze learning
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(100), spatial learning and memory (101, 102), adaptive timing
(103). There is even a growing literature implicating the
cerebellum in complex cognitive processes (104).
The message here is not that all learning occurs in the
cerebellum; it does not. Certain structures, cerebellum, hippocampal system, and amygdala, play key roles in processes of
learning and memory. But a ‘‘structure’’ like the hippocampus
is not really a structure at all; evolution has simply resulted in
it appearing so. The hippocampus is not an island unto itself;
it is a set of interconnected neurons interconnected with other
neurons in the brain. And so it is with all other brain ‘‘structures.’’
Although molecular–genetic analysis may someday tell us the
nature of the mechanisms of memory storage and perhaps even
the exact loci of storage (e.g., in cerebellum or hippocampus or
neocortex), such reductionistic analysis can never tell us what the
memories are. Only a detailed characterization of the neural
circuitries that code, store, and retrieve the memories can do this.
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